
 

 

 

Dear Customers:  

Governor Whitmer has issued a Stay at Home order for all non-essential workers 
for 3 weeks. Please be advised the Michigan propane and oil industries have been 
deemed essential services, and will stay open to service their customers. 

During these times we would first off like to recognize all of our employees who 
continue to make it to work day in and day out not only doing their best job, but doing 
an excellent job.  We hope that you could show our great team some appreciation and 
be patient as they are working hard.   

Currently Foster Oil and Blue Flame have the branch offices closed to the public. 
We are still accepting phone calls for orders and payments, however we are not filling 
cylinders/gas cans or taking face to face payments.  We are still making deliveries as 
normal but for our teams safety we are eliminating drivers coming in contact with 
customers. With that being said we ask that C.O.D. payments be made without contact 
by leaving a check for the drivers in a designated location to pick up, by paying online, 
over the phone, or signing up on our ACH payment program.  

 Please note that the non-essential service work we provide is put on standby.  
Nevertheless, if you do smell gas or assume you have a leak in the system call us at 
1(800)426-3800. Safety is and always will be our number one priority.  

 Sunrise Convenient Stores are still operating but we do recommend that when 
pumping gas you pump wearing gloves or wipe down the nozzle ahead of touching it.  
We are accepting cash payments at this time, but we recommend paying with card so 
that our team can limit the amount of times they touch cash.  Also, we are no longer 
accepting bottle returns at this time.  

The safety of our team, and the community is important to us as we continue to 
operate during these times.  We appreciate all of our customers and your continued 
loyalty.  Please stay safe. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Your team at Foster Blue Water Oil/Blue Flame Propane/Sunrise Convenient stores. 


